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Issues included numerous planning applications and
developments, an increased number of
infrastructure projects, an extended events
programme, and the launch of our heritage
programme centred on our history and legacy. The
scope of our work and more details of our key
initiatives are described more fully in this review of
the year.

Planning, architecture and
infrastructure
Our work to protect and enhance the amenities and
architectural heritage of Bedford Park remains at the
centre of the Society’s remit. Some progress was
made on our two stated long-term priorities. We
continued our dialogue with both local authorities
to seek a co-ordinated approach to planning
between Ealing and Hounslow councils, with some
progress made, but hampered by Ealing’s regrettable
decision to abolish its conservation officer posts.
Although we have yet to secure a constructive and
workable proposal for Bedford Corner in co-
operation with other stakeholders, some
improvements to the road surfaces occured during
the year. 

This year many complex and time-consuming issues
emerged, requiring considerable effort for our hard-
working Infrastructure team and a need for regular
communications with members to keep everyone up
to date. These included the recent Heathrow
consultation on airspace use, which was particularly
complex and of concern to members. Further
consultation will continue this year even if the third
runway is not finally approved.

Our heritage programme
During the year we developed a more formal
heritage programme centred on the rich
architectural and social history of Bedford Park. This
includes our expanded lecture programme, our oral
history project, plans to develop further and
digitalise our house log books, and improving our
library of photos. In this context we were very sad to
report the deaths of Ted Holloway, a founder
member of the Society, and our Historical Adviser
David Budworth, both of whom made significant
contributions to the work of the Society over many
years, and were each a fund of knowledge about
Bedford Park, its houses and its history.

More volunteers and members
The work of the Society could not continue without
the dedication and commitment of our 70 plus
volunteers. This year, in addition to the regular
meetings of our 36 Road Representatives, the Events
team organised the Society’s first get-together for all
our volunteers to update them on key projects and
meet in an informal setting. 

We are all indebted to volunteers for the time and
energy they have given to the Society during the
year. I would like to thank in particular Hilary
Atherton – who is standing down from her roles after
the AGM – for working so hard to organise and
inspire our wonderful team of Road Representatives,
as well as leading our Events team in the staging of
so many successful and enjoyable events.

I’m sure that the increasing number of people
involved with the work of the Society has helped
boost our membership numbers again this year to a
record 604 members. We are also finding that our
heightened profile and more effective
communications have greatly increased the number
of enquiries we receive. We are gratified to receive
many appreciative messages from members for our
work in tackling local issues and helping update
members on key developments. 

Volunteer your time
If you have some spare time and would like to get
involved, we are always looking for new volunteers
to help us do our work more effectively and bring
fresh ideas – whether on a regular or occasional
basis – for example, representing views to local
councils, working with other local organisations on
issues affecting Bedford Park, organising events,
working on our heritage programme, or helping with
administration or IT. We would be delighted to hear
from you on these and any other topics. 

1 Chair’s report

Helen Jameson, Chair, 
The Bedford Park
Society

In 2018 our expanding groups of
dedicated volunteers worked

extremely hard on a wide range of
issues directly affecting Bedford Park

and our members.



The Planning Committee continued to deal with a
large number of planning applications in 2018 and
with issues relating to prominent sites within Bedford
Park. 
The Society was also involved in the way Ealing and
Hounslow Council Planning Departments are
organised to respond to applications for planning
permission and listed building consent. 

Decrease in planning applications 
The decision to grant or refuse planning permission
or listed building consent rests exclusively with
Ealing and Hounslow councils. The very experienced
Bedford Park Society Planning Committee provides
an input by comments on all applications within the
Conservation Area, but the councils are not obliged
to take account of our comments. The Society’s
comments are largely framed by the councils’
published planning policies for the Bedford Park
area, which lay out detailed guidelines for planning
decisions. These have been instrumental in
preserving the unique architectural heritage of
Bedford Park, while still allowing residents to adapt
their houses to modern living.

A total of 64 applications were received by the two
boroughs in 2018. This was lower than the figure for
the previous years: 84 in 2017 and 75 in 2016. Of
the 64 applications, the great majority, 50
applications, were approved, including two granted
after significant revisions. Seven were refused and
seven were withdrawn or are pending. Of the total,
33 were for work within the curtilage of a listed
building, requiring listed building consent as well as
planning permission. 

Five appeals were made against
refused applications. The
inspector allowed one of these
appeals but upheld four of the
refusals.

Significant
developments 
The Arts Educational Schools
consulted widely in 2017 on
their proposal to enhance the
facilities of the school with new
studios and rehearsal and
teaching spaces, and received
planning permission in 2018.
The Society broadly supported
their application. The Victorian
Society has put forward
proposals for the refurbishment
and extension of their building
at 1 Priory Gardens, and the
Society has provided input to

the architects on their proposals. The application
made by St Michael and All Angels for changes to
the area to the west of the church was withdrawn.
Some welcome improvements were made to the
surfacing of Bedford Corner. The British Telecom
cabinet on the path to the west of the church was
located in contravention of an earlier agreement on
a less awkward and visible location. We continue to
bring pressure on BT to move the cabinet from this
inappropriate location.

Council planning policies
In July, Ealing Council decided to abolish their last
Conservation Officer post, having employed two
specialists until four years ago – a decision
reflecting the financial pressures on every local
authority. The Council proposes training all case
officers on conservation issues and, where
necessary, using external specialist help.
Conservation Officers have constituted an important
resource in ensuring that conservation issues are
properly considered in response to applications and
we are concerned that since this decision was taken,
in some instances this has been inadequate. In one
case, the Society felt obliged to take legal advice.
Our concerns are shared by colleagues in other
Ealing Conservation areas and we will continue to
monitor the situation very carefully. 

This development has had an impact on our
objective of encouraging closer cooperation
between the two councils on planning in Bedford
Park. Nonetheless, we continue to press this issue; a
number of meetings have been held and some
progress made. Ealing is undertaking a revision of
their detailed guidelines for planning decisions on
which they have consulted the Society. Continuing
budget constraints on councils emphasise English
Heritage’s warning that the onus for the protection
and conservation of architecturally important areas
will increasingly fall on local organisations and
residents who are being called upon to provide
detailed conservation expertise, as well as
campaigning to ensure that local authorities adhere
to their own guidelines.

Bedford Park is fortunate in the strength of the
Society’s team able to meet the considerable
workload generated by regular planning work and
the extra challenges posed by broader
developments. Our Planning Committee draws on
four experts with immense experience and the
distinguished members of our Planning Steering
Group have continued to advise and act in support
of the Society.
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Ealing parking
We worked intensively over many months to
influence Ealing Council’s plans to introduce Shared
Parking Bays in certain roads in Bedford Park and
were in regular contact with Ealing members.
Initially unconvinced by our strong pleas to exclude
certain “over-parked” roads, the Council was

eventually persuaded to make some concessions to
the scheme. After a meeting in August, council staff
agreed to accept our suggested limit of a 4-hour
maximum period in some of the key sections of
roads closest to Turnham Green station. Although
this was not as much as we requested, we are
hopeful that the compromise will make a difference
in controlling the use of the bays. More recently, we
reminded Ealing members of the importance of
ensuring any problems were reported to the Council
before the end of the six-month review.

Following the introduction of Ealing Council’s new
system for applying for/renewing resident parking
permits, some members reported that they had not
been sent reminders and had received penalty
charges for non-renewing. We issued further
guidance to members to help explain the
complicated new system and also raised the issue

with council contacts, resulting in a more flexible
approach being taken with some of the penalty
charges. We have raised again with the Council the
need to clarify the policy for providing paper
vouchers in special circumstances when residents
are unable to use RingGo for visitor parking and for
it to be applied consistently. Although the Council
states that “no reasonable application is refused,”
we are still trying to establish a foolproof process
that can be followed.

Electric Vehicle Charging Points
Both councils are at the early stages of development
of Electric Vehicle Charging Points (EVCPs). The
Society welcomes the extension of the network and
is keen to work with the councils to ensure that,
wherever possible, existing features such as
lampposts are used and stand-alone points
minimised to avoid street clutter in Bedford Park. It
also seems preferable to avoid restricting resident
parking spaces and use shared parking bays for
charging points. In November we communicated
updates from both councils to members, drawing
attention to a consultation process about Ealing’s
proposals to introduce EVCPs in 27 streets across
the borough, including one location in Bedford Park.
In Hounslow, we advised members that the Council
is fitting EVCPs into streetlights as part of a three-
year TfL funded trial, allowing residents without
off-street parking to directly charge their car from
lamp columns located on the kerbside.

Dockless bike schemes 
Following the launch of the Mobikes’ dockless trial
in Hounslow and their on-going use in Ealing,
members reported that some cycles are being left in
an inconvenient or inconsiderate space, are blocking
a pavement or access point, or representing a
hazard. This seems to have been exacerbated by the
introduction of the electric Lime Bikes at the end of
the year. We alerted members to the best way to
report any concerns and now await the outcome of
Hounslow’s questionnaire on their use and the work
being done to persuade Ealing to review the
schemes.

3 Improving the streetscape…

Our thanks go to the all the members
of the Infrastructure Committee who

tackled an increasing number of
complex issues on behalf of

residents.



Cycle Superhighway 
Some of the route of the proposed Cycle
Superhighway (CS9) from Kensington Olympia to
Brentford will run along Chiswick High Road.
Recently, TfL published documents rejecting all the
objections made by Chiswick residents and
representatives (60% of respondents were opposed
to the scheme) and stating that CS9 will essentially
be implemented as originally proposed, subject to
certain small changes, and to two slightly more
significant, proposed changes. Work is planned to
start in June 2019, provided formal approvals are
received. As a result of TfL's intention to proceed
without making any adjustments reflecting the
concerns of residents, we are continuing to monitor
and support efforts aimed at ensuring that such
adjustments are made, particularly in relation to the
safety of both cyclists and pedestrians.

Trees, pavements and lighting
We have worked hard to maintain our dialogue with
both councils to discuss and resolve issues with
trees and other street issues. In Ealing, we checked
for remaining empty tree pits and any which have
been filled with tarmac following the tree felling. We
then reviewed with the Council the requests for
replacement of felled trees with new ones. On the
Hounslow side, we reminded the Council about
timely pruning of trees and their contractual
obligation to replace dead trees. In response,
Hounslow Council acknowledged that the previous
pruning of some of the horse chestnut trees was not
adequate and agreed to redo these trees. We also
raised the problem of uneven pavements in Addison
Grove and Rupert Road. We continue to monitor
developments and follow up as required.

There was concern that the non-functioning street
light opposite the St Michael’s vestry entrance
posed a safety and security risk for residents but

despite numerous complaints over many months
Hounslow Highways failed to respond. The
Infrastructure committee co-ordinated a campaign,
reporting the issue online and tweeting on the same
day. This resulted in SSE appearing the next day and
fixing the light. 

Heathrow expansion 
Following the disappointing government vote in
favour of the Third Runway, we remain committed to
supporting any further efforts to challenge this
development, which represents such a significant
threat to Bedford Park and Chiswick. Many questions
are still unanswered, such as reconciliation with air
pollution limits, binding Climate Change targets, the
economics of the project, including creating access
to the airport, and the adequacy of the government’s
proposed compensation scheme. The next stage in
the process is a planning enquiry and legal
challenges from a number of bodies and local
authorities.

During February and March 2018, we encouraged
members to respond to Heathrow Airport’s first
Airspace consultation, which influenced its
proposals for the development of the airspace of
Chiswick. We sent members a summary of the key
points and provided responses that the Society and
CHATR (Chiswick Against the Third Runway)
suggested should be made, and also submitted a
formal response from the Society. In April we
attended a meeting with the Aviation Minister where
CHATR emphasised the noise disruption, which
would be caused by the flight path passing over
Chiswick and Bedford Park. The most recent
Heathrow public consultation in 2019 included
proposals, which will result in more flights, more
noise and more pollution for everyone in Chiswick,
even if the Third Runway does not go ahead.
Working with CHATR we produced suggested
responses on how to submit responses for members
and helped publicise the importance of responding
to all local residents. Our efforts have been much
appreciated by members and residents alike.

Acton Common
Although enjoyed as a convenience by a number of
residents, the granting of a licence for a second year
to Pines and Needles, the company selling Christmas
trees on Acton Common, caused concern to
residents living close by and prompted questions
about the commercialisation of our open spaces. We
discussed this at a meeting with Ealing Council and
following representations to our Councillors and
objections from the Society, together with the
Southfield Residents’ Association, we have
challenged the legality of the operation. Local
councillors have confirmed that they now oppose
the commercialisation of the Common.
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Kew Bridge

No access to South Circular
from Wellesley Road for all
vehicles except cyclists

Mini-roundabout
converted to
give-way junction

Westbound cyclists
use Watermans Park

CS9 Brentford to
Hounslow (subject to
future consultation)

New signal-controlled pedestrian crossing
outside Kew Bridge Station
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exit only
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No left or right
turn into British Grove
from King Street/
Chiswick High Road

Proposed route
continues east to
Kensington Olympia
(see separate map) 
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Cycle Superhighway 9 (CS9)
Kensington Olympia to Brentford

CS9 Brentford to Hounslow
(subject to  consultation)

Segregated two-way cycle track replaces 
traffic/bus lane and/or narrows footway 

Segregated one-way cycle track replaces 
traffic lane and/or narrows footway

Cyclists use 24-hour bus lane

Cyclists use quieter road

Off-carriageway cycle facility

Cycle Superhighway 9 
Chiswick to Brentford town centre

changes to bus and coach stops, bus lanes, loading and parking on (or close 
to) the CS9 alignment (except Wellesley Road / Heathfield Terrace) including:
  -  Bus stop bypasses
  -  Relocation of some bus stops
  -  Relocation / removal of some bus lanes. Remaining bus lanes would operate 24-hours, 

7 days when used by cyclists, otherwise  7 days
  -  Single yellow lines replaced with double yellow lines, no parking at any time except in marked bays
  -  Changes to some parking and loading provision
Further details of proposed changes, including parking and loading maps are available at tfl.gov.uk/cs9
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Winter Party 
The final planning of the year for the Events team is
always the preparations for the Society’s Winter
Party held each January in the Michael Room of 
St Michael and all Angels. This year, the team
needed to up their game, following last year’s
surprise performance of Priscilla Queen of the Desert
by the cast of the Arts Educational Schools. The
latest troupe of Arts Ed students did not disappoint,
treating the delighted audience to a rousing
rendition of numbers from their upcoming
performance of Newsies and staying on to chat with
members and enjoy the excellent food and wine
available.

The hard work behind the scenes was much
appreciated by the more than 100 guests and there
was a great buzz in the room. Thanks go to the
Events Committee for organising the party and the
refreshments; the Road Representatives who helped
on the night; our culinary expert, advisor and chief
cook, Caroline Villiers; the three staff, Ellie, Elle and
Natasha (daughters of members), who worked
tirelessly throughout the evening, and to Aly
Nazerali for the photographs and the video, which
can be seen on the Society’s website.

Festival Green Days 
Once again, the Society participated in the Bedford
Park Festival Green Days on Acton Green in June.
This is a focal point of the Society’s recruitment of
new members, providing an ideal opportunity for
residents and members to stop and chat informally
to the Society’s volunteers and committee members.
Our hard-working team of volunteers manned the
stall on both Saturday and Sunday, recruiting a
number of new members to the Society, as well as
selling a variety of Bedford Park memorabilia —
ranging from cards and books to bags, umbrellas, tea
towels and aprons, as well as a new Bedford Park
Society mug for 2018.

Quiz Night 
New for 2018, the Society’s Quiz in November was
an instant sell-out. Intended as a way for both
members and potential members to get together for
a fun evening, it proved a great success. Dr Fintan
Coyle (the brains behind The Weakest Link) was an
excellent quizmaster, bringing out the competitive
spirit with his testing questions. He
generously waived a fee, enabling a donation to be
made to two very worthy charities: Cancer Research
UK and Shelter. The generosity of local businesses
provided high-quality raffle prizes and members of
the winning table carried off 2018 Society mugs,
along with some fizz.

5 Events, membership and communications

2018 was another busy year for the Events team,
which saw the introduction of some new events,
including the popular Quiz Night in November, as well
as continued innovation within our traditional
programme. 



The 2018 Betjeman Lecture 
A full house of nearly 200 assembled on 13 June to
hear the talk by Colin Harrison, Senior Curator at the
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford: The Pissarros in
Bedford Park 1897–1944. The Arts Educational
Schools again kindly made available the splendid
Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation Theatre for the
occasion, and the audience enjoyed the opportunity
to gather in the Foyer Bar before and after the talk.
Colin was much in demand in the bar to respond to
further questions from the audience, in addition to a
lively Question and Answer session.

Colin’s talk focussed around the life and work of
Lucien Pissarro, and his wife Esther Bensousan, and
in particular the beautiful books produced at their
Eragny Press in the studios of their houses at 62
Bath Road and at Stamford Brook House. Colin also

discussed the seven paintings of Bedford Park by
Lucien’s father, Camille, produced during his stay at
62 Bath Road in 1897. Colin’s talk was illustrated by
fascinating photographs of the Pissarros in Bedford
Park and by examples of the wonderful books that
they produced. A more detailed summary of Colin’s
talk is available on the Society’s website.

Membership grows again
At the end of 2018, we had 604 individual members,
representing 376 households. Of that total, 552
individual members from 336 households live in the
Bedford Park area. Our remaining members are
spread far and wide but with most coming from
Chiswick. The overall membership was 18% higher
by the end of 2018 than by the end of 2016, before
the Society joined forces with the Bedford Park
Community Group. Over that same two-year period,
the number of member households in the Bedford
Park area has grown by over 25%, and continues to
increase.  

Our improved communications, the work of our
network of Road Representatives, and increased
engagement with local issues such as Heathrow and
parking, have all helped to raise awareness of the
work of the Society. Our annual presence at the
Bedford Park Festival Green Days continues to
provide an ideal opportunity to engage with the
local community and showcase our work. There have
been an encouraging number of new members and
re-joiners in the early months of 2019. 

Two-way communications
In such a busy year, it’s perhaps unsurprising that
there has been a significant increase in enquiries
and messages directed to the Society’s “mailbox”
from both members and residents. These range from
questions about the history and architecture of the
suburb to specific complaints or requests for help
on issues of local concern. Although it is sometimes
difficult for us to respond as quickly as we would
like to, it has been pleasing to receive many positive
messages, acknowledging our efforts to tackle
problems and provide up to date information to
members through our regular E-news emails and the
website. We were also delighted that the second
edition of the Bedford Park Journal was so well
received by members, a number of whom took the
time to send their appreciation.

Tabard pub sign
During refurbishment of the Tabard in 2016, we
were delighted that the landlord discovered the
long-lost original pub sign painted by TM Rooke in
1880. The Society discussed the future of the sign
with Greene King, the owners of the pub, and it was
agreed that ownership of the sign would be
transferred to the Society. We are now exploring
options for conserving and displaying the sign.
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Heritage developments
Recently, a number of steps have been taken
towards the ambitious reinforcement of the
Society’s commitment to developing knowledge
about and appreciation of Bedford Park, through the
encouragement of research and through exhibitions,
publications and talks. Several projects seek to
create a better understanding of Bedford Park’s
architecture and improve our knowledge of past
inhabitants and their way of life. An important
element of our work on architecture centres on an
extensive photographic survey of architectural
details, aiming to record and raise awareness of the
rich detail of the buildings. 

We have already published, in recent editions of the
Bedford Park Journal and the Society’s website,
examples of Bedford Park’s porches and stained
glass. This programme will be extended to other
aspects of internal and external detail. In addition,
we will also be looking to extend our knowledge of
the architects who created Bedford Park and to the
broader architectural context through the
programme of talks, now expanded to two per year.

Broadening knowledge
Our understanding of earlier times in Bedford Park
and its transformation in recent years is being
enriched by our Oral History of Bedford Park, for
which the first interviews have now taken place.
Thematic articles will begin to appear as we deepen
our knowledge through more interviews. We also
continue to build on the work of the late Christina
Speight and the late Lawrence Duttson in their
Mainly About Bedford Park People and plan to publish
an updated edition of this work. 

The Society is considering how to improve the
access to the growing body of information about
Bedford Park. As well as publishing more information
on the website, we are looking at how the Bedford
Park logbooks could be updated – an innovative
project undertaken in the early 2000s to gather and
issue information about each listed house in
Bedford Park. We are now reconsidering this
approach, which offers the possibility of providing
individualised information, to a broader group of
householders.

Society committees and
officers 2018
The Society is managed by an Executive Committee
with specialist committees working on Planning,
Infrastructure and Environment, Events and
Merchandise, and Communications. We are very
grateful for the vital support and assistance we
received during the year from our many hard
working and committed volunteers and special
advisers. 

Although David Budworth and Ted Holloway both
served during 2018, we are very sorry to report their
deaths and the great loss to the Society.

Executive Committee and Trustees
Chair: Helen Jameson
Hon Treasurer: Simon Baddeley
Hon Secretary: Nick Bueno de Mesquita
Minutes Secretary: Simon Hillyard 
Hilary Atherton 
Kate Bowes 
Raj Parkash
Wendy Williams 
Carol Woolner DipArch RIBA (retired)

Nigel Woolner MBE, President, and Martin Landy,
Special Adviser, attend by invitation

Planning Committee: Chair Carol Woolner DipArch
RIBA (retired), William Taylor DipArch, MA, RIBA, FRSA,
Charles Wagner BSc DipTP, MA, IHBC, MRTPI, FSA, FRSA,
George Butlin (member of the Ealing Panel for Bedford
Park), Ted Holloway (consulted)

Infrastructure and Environment Committee: Chair Raj
Parkash, David Blackburn, Kate Bowes, Chris Carrington,
Ruth Clarke, Peter Eversden, Simon Hillyard, Helen
Jameson, Martin Landy, Justin Morris-Wyatt, Paul Walker

Events and Merchandise Committee: Chair Hilary
Atherton, Simon Baddeley, Ruth Clarke, Anna Duns,
Jackie Cowell, Nick Cowell, Karen Griffiths, Tessa
Hopkins, Imelda Jones 

Communications Committee: Chair Kate Bowes, 
Nick Bueno de Mesquita, Helen Jameson

Road Representatives Coordinator: Hilary Atherton

Membership Secretary: Wendy Williams

Planning Steering Group: Chair Sir Donald Insall, Hugh
Broughton, Architect, Steven Bee, Principal of Urban
Counsel, Nigel Woolner, President, Bedford Park Society,
Peter Murray (Convenor) Special Adviser, Bedford Park
Society, David Selby, Architect

Society Patron: Sir Donald Insall, CBE

President of the Society: Nigel Woolner MBE, FRSA,
FRCM, Dip Arch RIBA (retired), Ted Holloway, Vice
President Emeritus

Special Advisers: David Budworth MBE, Historical
Adviser, Peter Eversden MBE, Special Adviser,
Infrastructure and Environment, Martin Landy, Special
Adviser, Infrastructure and Filming, Peter Murray,
Special Adviser, Architecture, Exhibitions and
Publications

7  Heritage and structure
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